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“The Happy Prince” 
§ Question [setting]: How do the contrasting settings of the city and Egypt affect the 

meaning of the story? Consider if the settings are symbols.  
§ Take-aways:  

o Although the story describes two main settings, only one is present (the city) 
while the other is absent (Egypt), which suggests a contrast between dealing 
with living reality versus escaping into deadly fantasy. 

o The locations of each setting are worth noting: the city may signify European 
frigidity, whereas Egypt may signify Mediterranean fancifulness.   

o The settings seem to carry symbolic importance: the city represents earthly 
poverty and misery, whereas Egypt represents paradisal wealth and pleasure.  

o Like the Happy Prince, we wall out earthly poverty and misery, owing to a 
carefree attitude. Like the Swallow, we migrate to paradisal wealth and 
pleasure, owing to a love of ease. Alleviation of human suffering involves 
personal discomfort and self-denial, but divine favor rests upon those who 
serve the needy.    

 
“The Nightingale and the Rose”  

§ Question [theme]: When the Nightingale promises to bring the young Student a red 
rose, she petitions him: “All that I ask of you in return is that you will be a true lover, 
for Love is wiser than Philosophy, though she is wise, and mightier than Power, 
though he is mighty.” By the end of the story, the Student claims Love is “a silly 
thing” and then resolves to “go back to Philosophy and study Metaphysics.” What 
shall we make of this unfulfilled petition?   

§ Take-aways:  
o Ironically, the Student forsakes Love for Philosophy, arguing that the former 

is “unpractical” when both are quite useless—in some respects.  
o Paradoxically, Love and Philosophy are practical and unpractical: practical 

because Love benefits relationships while Wisdom benefits living, but 
unpractical because neither is profitable in the market-place.  

o The story ends with a false dilemma, as if we must choose between Love or 
Philosophy when a vital alternative exists: Love and Philosophy are 
companions. The highest form of knowledge is wisdom (Prov. 3:13-18). A 
love of wisdom (the etymological origin of “philosophy”) reveals that Love is 
the greatest virtue (1 Cor. 13:13). Because the true philosopher is a lover of 
Love, we can infer that the Nightingale is not only a true philosopher but also 
a true lover, whereas the Student is neither.  



 

“The Selfish Giant” 
§ Question [allusion]: First, identify the biblical allusions in the story. Second, what 

affect do those allusions have on the rhetorical strategy of the narrator? 
§ Take-aways:   

o Alluding to three biblical gardens—the Garden of Eden (Gen. 2:8-9), the 
Garden of Gethsemane (Mk. 14:43-50), and the Garden of Paradise (Rev. 
22:2)—“The Selfish Giant” narrates salvation history on a small scale.  

o The personal and cosmic dimensions of redemption are emphasized: just as 
the Giant is captive to selfishness, the Garden is captive to winter until the 
child delivers them through “the wounds of Love.”  

o The Christ-child, obvious because of the marks of crucifixion, does not age 
despite the passing of time, which suggests his eternal nature and perennial 
invitation, “Truly, I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you 
will never enter the kingdom of heaven” (Mt. 18:3).   

 

“The Devoted Friend” 
§ Question [irony]: First, identify the different kinds of irony in the story—verbal, 

situational, and dramatic. Second, how does the use of irony affect the story?  
§ Take-aways:  

o By failing to discern the moral of the Linnet’s story, the Water-rat fails to see 
how it is applicable: he and the Miller are both villains of selfishness who, 
ironically, regard themselves as paragons of generosity.  

o The Water-rat and Miller may have “a great many good points” about 
friendship, but they are obtuse to the irony that their own practice does not 
match their theory.  

 

“The Remarkable Rocket” 
§ Question [diction]: Why is the lexicon of the Remarkable Rocket “remarkable”? 
§ Take-aways: 

o The Remarkable Rocket mishears words (Pylotechnic/Pyrotechnic, 
bad/grand, old/gold) and misdefines words (sensitive, sympathy, common 
sense, selfishness), owing to his relentless solipsism. 

o Words make us friends, strangers, or enemies of reality.  
o A person’s lexicon forms or deforms his perception of reality. For example, 

the Remarkable Rocket has a deformed perception about his character 
because he defines the virtue of sympathy as “thinking about oneself.”  


